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MEDIA RELEASE
October 5, 1987
KIM WILLIAMS LINDEN GROVE 
TO BE DEDICATED OCT. 23
MISSOULA —
The dedication of the Kim Williams Linden Grove memorial 
will be Oct. 23 on the University of Montana campus.
As part of UM's Homecoming activities, the grove's 
dedication will begin at 2 p.m. near the Oval between Main Hall 
and the Journalism Building.
Arranged in a "K" formation, the five small-leaved lindens 
and a boulder will stand in memory of Williams, a former 
columnist for the Missoulian and commentator for KUFM and 
National Public Radio's "All Things Considered."
The nationally known naturalist died of cancer Aug. 6, 1986, 
at age 62. She could have seen the grove from the Journalism 
Building office where she worked on her fourth and last book,
"Kim Williams' Book of Uncommon Sense, A Practical Guide With 10 
Rules for Nearly Everything," says Charles E. Hood, dean of the 
UM School of Journalism.
The idea and major funding for the grove came from HP Books 
Inc., which published Williams' last book and recently 
republished "The Kim Williams Cookbook and Commentary" in 
paperback.
"We decided on the grove because it was what we could do
more
that was most in tune with our feelings for Kim and what she was 
all about," says Linda Johns, publicity director for HP Books. 
"It's just something everlasting in memory of Kim."
Johns, who accompanied Williams on a her promotional book 
tour the spring before the naturalist died, says she suggested 
the memorial grove to Williams' husband, Mel, at her memorial 
service. Plans for the grove were under way before he died, at 
age 76, last May.
"Mel told us that linden trees were Kim's favorite trees," 
Hood says. "We talked about planting grown trees, but the 
feeling was that Kim wouldn't have liked that. We thought she'd 
like young trees. It seems more natural to plant young trees and 
watch them grow."
The small-leaved variety was chosen, Hood says, because the 
campus already has large-leaved lindens in front of Craig and 
Turner halls. Small-leaved lindens grow about 20 feet in five 
years to a height of 50-70 feet with a spread of 25-30 feet.
In plotting the grove, UM Architect Oswaldo Mino considered 
the trees' eventual growth spreads as well as the University's 
plans for sidewalks connecting the grove to other walks. But, he 
says, the trees' k-shaped arrangement —  as seen from the Oval —  
was a coincidence.
The linden's nectar-rich, sweet-smelling blossoms are a good 
source of honey, and oil from pressed linden flowers is used for 
making perfume. Also called basswood, the linden has other uses:
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The linden's wood is used for carving, utensils, paper pulp and 
furniture; the tree's inner bark is used for making cords, mats 
and fishing nets.
Williams, who earned an interdisciplinary master's degree in 
journalism and environmental studies in 1980, also has a UM 
graduate fellowship established in her name. A nature trail in 
Missoula along the Clark Fork near Mount Sentinel is also 
dedicated in her memory.
###
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